ACTIVITIES

The strange case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde

II. Search for Mr Hyde

1. Choose the correct answer
1. What are the terms of Dr Jekyll’s will?

 Mr Utterson will receive all his property if he dies.
B  Mr Hyde will receive all his money if he dies.
C  Mr Hyde will receive all his money if Dr Jekyll disappears or goes away.
D  Mr Hyde can go into his laboratory if Dr Jekyll disappears or goes away.
A

2. Why don’t Dr Lanyon and Dr Jekyll see each other anymore?

 Because Dr Lanyon does not like Dr Jekyll’s will.
B  Because Dr Lanyon does not like Mr Hyde.
C  Because Dr Lanyon does not like Dr Jekyll’s scientific ideas.
D  Because Dr Lanyon does not like Dr Jekyll’s dinners.
A

3. Where does Mr Utterson go to look for Mr Hyde?

 On the street where the old dirty house is.
B  In Dr Jekyll’s laboratory.
C  At Dr Lanyon’s.
D  At Dr Jekyll’s house
A

.
4. Why is Mr Hyde happy to meet Mr Utterson?

 Because he is a friend of his friend.
B  Because he knows he is a good man.
C  Because he knows that Mr Utterson is responsible for Dr Jekvll’s will.
D  Because he knows that Mr Utterson has a lot of money.
A

5. What does Dr Jekyll ask Mr Utterson to do for Mr Hyde?

 To give him the money he needs to pay the little girl’s family.
B  To let him into the laboratory if Dr Jekyll disappears.
C  To help him if Dr Jekyll goes away.
D  Not to tell Mr Enfield that Mr Hyde is his friend.
A

2. Look for these words from parts One and Two.
1. Mr Hyde was to receive Dr Jekyll's money in case of Dr Jekyll’s d______________.

2. A w ________________ is the official document that says who will get your money and
property when you die.
3. Jekyll is his surname and Henry is his f___________________ name.
4. F ________________ is another word for ‘scary'.
5. The adverb from ‘angry’ is a______________________
6. The opposite of ‘big’ is s_________________
7. M________________ is the principal or most important.
8. The opposite of dirty is c________________
9. A group of people is a c________________
10. Mr Utterson kept Dr Jekyll's will in his s_______________
11. P______________ is the opposite of‘rich’ but here it is used to mean ‘uncomfortable’.
12. A 1_________________ represents someone in a trial or at court.
13. A n____________________ is a piece of paper money.
14. All his friends t_______________ Mr Utterson.
15. Mr Enfield was f_________________ by Mr Hyde.
10. Your cousin is a r___________________ and so is your mother.
17. To have a problem is to be in t_____________________
18. Dr Jekyll i_____________________ his friends to dinner.
19. To b_______________________ is to ask for money for not telling someone's secrets.
20. The opposite of ‘happy’ is u_________________________

3. Answer the questions.
1. What

did Dr Lanyon think about Dr Jekyll's scientific work?

_________________________________________________________________________
2. Did Dr Lanyon know Mr Hyde?
_________________________________________________________________________
3. Why did Utterson go back to the street in the East End?
_________________________________________________________________________
4. What did Dr Jekyll's servant, Poole, tell Utterson about Mr Hyde?
_________________________________________________________________________

